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EasyViz enters UK as Burnbank chooses it for their patient 

portal (IEP) and teleradiology solution 

 

EasyViz Viewer recently became a core component of Burnbank’s IPE and teleradiology 

solution in the United Kingdom.  

The solution addresses the shortage of qualified radiologists in the UK and their uneven geographical 

spread across the country. Dr Nicola Strickland writes more about this challenge and the solution here. 

Medical Insight, a Danish medical software vendor will supply EasyViz – a diagnostic enterprise imaging 

solution, which allows access to diagnostic quality images in seconds including the necessary PACS 

functionality, from any location in the UK.  

“We are very excited about EasyViz being part of this unique solution in the United Kingdom,” stated Frits 

Thomsen, co-founder of Medical Insight. He continued: “Almost all of the trusts in the UK are connected 

to the Burnbank IEP and I see a huge potential for the trusts to increase their workflow efficiency and 

lower the associated costs significantly.” 

EasyViz is a streaming-based enterprise imaging solution that integrates seamlessly to any PACS system or 

Vendor Neutral Archive (VNA). It provides full PACS functionality including a complete suite of 2D and 3D 

tools throughout the healthcare network. The EasyViz system lets radiologists and clinicians access even 

large CT studies in seconds regardless of the underlying IT infrastructure and geographical location. It is 

highly configurable for both advanced and simple use and can be launched from any third-party 

application, including all EMR systems. 

Today EasyViz is the leading enterprise imaging solution for numerous large prestigious hospitals and 

regions – both in Europe and the US. 

 

http://www.medical-insight.com/
http://www.auntminnieeurope.com/index.aspx?sec=sup&sub=pac&pag=dis&itemId=607683
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About Medical Insight: 

Medical Insight A/S is an innovative software company, headquartered in Copenhagen, Denmark, with a 

technology that revolutionizes access to medical imaging. Today, the EasyViz system is used in leading 

hospitals across North America and Europe and provides complete mobility for healthcare clinical 

workflows.   

 


